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O'neal career total of 15 selected all star, the last time was selected as the host in the Feinikesi suns. Become the NBA history
selected all star appearances in the chronicles of players (15 times). Only after the "hook" Kareem Abdul Jabbar (19 times) and
Bryant (16 times). Let us together to review the previous O'neal All Star Tour, and wonderful tidbits. first times - middle gauge
distance personal performance: 14 points, 7 rebounds 1992-93 season is O'neal's rookie season, he was selected as a rookie all
star status and become the eastern starting center. O'neal played 25 minutes to get 14 points, 7 rebounds, and thus opened the 14
consecutive times the whole star of the feat. second times - the lowest career personal performance: 8 points < p > this is O'Neill for
the second time in a row as starting center for the Eastern Star team, but in 1994 all star game is Shaquille O'Neal in the All Star Tour
scored the lowest time. The whole game shark only 8 points are accounted for. third times - comprehensive and efficient personal
performance: 22 points, 7 rebounds, 3 steals and 2 blocks < p > O'Neill began to show their dominance in the All Star Game: he
played 26 minutes, 16 shots in 9 scored 22 points, seven rebounds, three steals and 2 blocks, comprehensive performance
commendable. fourth times - the first "20+10" personal performance: 25 points, 10 rebounds and 2 blocks O'neal played 28 minutes
to get 25 points and 10 rebounds and 2 blocks, led the east to win 129-118. This is the shark in the all star game for the first time to
play the "20+10", unfortunately, Jordan took away all star MVP. fifth - bring a romance to a happy endingpersonal performance: due
to injury in the absence of In 1996, O'neal moved to the Losangeles Lakers from the magic of Orlando, and in 1997 he was selected
to the all star game. Due to his right ankle, O'neal missed the all star game, Garnett made his first career to replace O'neal. sixth --
the Lakers "Premiere" personal performance: 12 points, 4 rebounds due to the last all star O'neal due to injury absent, this is the first
time the big shark on behalf of the Lakers played all star. O'neal only played 18 minutes, the performance was pretty good, got 12
points and 4 rebounds. seventh - was MVPpersonal performance: 22 points, 9 rebounds, 3 assists and 3 blocks O'neal scored 22
points in the 2000 all star game, plus 9 rebounds, 3 assists and 3 blocks, so the overall performance of the Almighty to get the big
sharks and Duncan jointly won the 2000 all star game MVP. eighth times - Shark >
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